 Some constituents cause shunts and recombination.  some can mitigate these losses. 
Shunts, Recombination

Approach-Floating contact method
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Effects of F.C. can be clearly shown by the fraction change.  The decreasing rate has no dependence on the light intensity. 
Relative-J sc
Relative-FF shows similar tendency to relative-V oc :
 Glass frit paste decreases relative-FF.
 The decreasing rate becomes larger with increasing the intensity. V oc and R s degradation at low light intensity relates to dark I-V characteristics. Effects of the glass frit itself on the low light performances were investigated with the floating contact method.
Effects of the frit on R s .
Effects of paste constituents on low light performances
Characteristics of paste constituents should be further clarified.
Effects of paste constituents on shunts and recombination are much important not only for solar cell performances at 1 sun, but also for the performances at low light intensity.
Paste has yet-to-be-elucidated characteristics, and is indispensable for the production cost of solar cells.
